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We report on the spectroscopic quadrupole moment measurement of the 7/2−
1

isomeric state
in 43

16S27 [E∗ = 320.5(5)keV, T1/2 = 415(3) ns], using the Time Dependent Perturbed Angular

Distribution (TDPAD) technique at the RIKEN RIBF facility. Our value, |Qs| = 23(3) efm2, is
larger than that expected for a single-particle state. Shell Model calculations using the modern
SDPF-U interaction for this mass region reproduce remarkably well the measured |Qs|, and show
that non negligible correlations drive the isomeric state away from a purely spherical shape.

PACS numbers: 21.10.Re, 21.65.-f, 21.60.Jz

Thanks to recent developments of intense radioactive
beams, unexplored landscapes of the Ségré chart such
as the structure of nuclei far from the stability line can
now be investigated in detail. One of the most striking
results from the two last decades is the modification or
disappearance of the so-called ”magic numbers” in exotic
nuclei. The first evidence for such structure modification
was observed in N = 20 neutron-rich nuclei [1]. Simi-
lar information has been found for exotic nuclei around
N = 28 [2]. For the latter nuclei, the set of available
theoretical [3, 4] and experimental [5–9] data provide a
coherent description of the gradual erosion of the N=28
gap and the onset of deformation from the spherical
48Ca nucleus towards the neutron-rich and oblate de-
formed 42Si nucleus [10]. Midway from these two ex-
tremes lie the sulfur isotopes of transitional nature, for
which spherical/deformed shape coexistence is expected
in 43,44S mainly based on theoretical interpretations of
recent experimental data [11, 12]. However no definitive
experimental evidence assess shape coexistence in these
isotopes. Within the shell model (SM) framework, shape
transitions in this mass region reflect the strong increase
of correlation energy while moving away from the stabil-
ity line [13, 14]. From a recent interpretation of in-beam
γ-ray spectroscopy data in exotic Si isotopes, the afore-

mentioned increase of the correlation energy was mainly
ascribed to proton-neutron interactions [15]. The latter
would be responsible for the inversion between natural
(i.e. rather spherical) and intruder (i.e. deformed) con-
figurations in both 43,44S. For the 43S isomeric state
[E∗ = 320.5(5) keV, T1/2 = 415(4) ns], the spin-parity
Jπ = 7/2− resulting from the natural orbital configura-
tion (νf7/2)

−1 can be inferred from the very good agree-
ment of SM calculations with the recently measured mag-
netic moment [gexp = −0.317(4), gSM = −0.280] [12].
The SM furthermore predicts that this normal configu-
ration coexists with the intruder prolate deformed 3/2−

ground state (g.s.).

In order to verify this scenario in 43S, two experimen-
tal observations are still missing: i) evidence for the rota-
tional band built on top of the suspected intruder prolate
ground state of the nucleus and ii) determination of the
rather spherical nature of the isomeric state. In this let-
ter we report on the measurement of the spectroscopic
quadrupole moment of the 7/2−1 isomeric state using the
TDPAD technique [16] on spin-aligned nuclei produced
from an in-flight 43S fragment beam [17–21]. The results
suggest that correlations drive the isomeric state away
from a purely spherical shape.

The TDPAD method was applied on spin aligned 43mS
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FIG. 1: R(t) function for the E2(7/2−
1
→3/2−g.s.) transition

in the case of fragments selected at a) the center and b) the
outermost wing of the momentum distribution.

produced via the fragmentation of a 48Ca beam at both
high intensity (4 µeA) and energy (345A.MeV). The pri-
mary beam impinged on a 4-mm thick 9Be target, lo-
cated at the entrance of the BigRIPS spectrometer at the
RIKEN RIBF facility in Japan [22]. The fully stripped
fragments were selected through the spectrometer using
a 15-mm thick Al achromatic degrader placed at the in-
termediate dispersive plane. Since the fragments time of
flight was ≈ 430 ns in the nuclear frame, ≈ 50% of the
produced 43S isomers reached the detection system lo-
cated at the focal plane of the spectrometer at about 70
m from the production target. They were slowed down
by a 10-mm thick Al degrader and implanted in an ap-
propriate host material. A 0.1-mm thick plastic scintil-
lator, located 1.5 m upstream from the host, provided a
start signal for the TDPADmeasurement and was used to
monitor the implantation rate (≈ 8×103 out of 1.5×104

implanted fragments per second were 43S nuclei) and to
determine the ion arrival time. The g factor of 43mS was
first measured in order to validate the method and to per-
form the momentum selection where the spin-alignment
was the highest. 43mS fragments were selected both in
the center and the outermost wing of the longitudinal
momentum distribution, and implanted in an annealed
3-mm thick Cu host placed between the poles of an elec-
tromagnet providing a static magnetic field ~B in the ver-
tical direction with a strength B = 0.670(1) T. It was
used to induce a Larmor precession of the spin-aligned
43mS fragments. The 320.5 keV γ-ray deexciting the iso-
mer was recorded with four high-purity germanium de-
tectors (HPGe), placed in the horizontal plane around
the host at 45◦ with respect to the beam axis and 90◦

with respect to each other. Time and energy information
were collected on an event-by-event basis. By gating on
the 320.5 keV E2(7/2−1 →3/2−g.s.) decay transition, the
time spectrum of each detector were used to generate

the ratio R(t):

R(t) =
I34(θ = ±45◦, t)− ǫI12(θ = ±135◦, t)

I34(θ = ±45◦, t) + ǫI12(θ = ±135◦, t)
(1)

where Iij is the sum of the photo-peak intensities in Ge
detectors i and j, θ is the detection angle with respect to
the beam axis, and ǫ is a normalization coefficient. The
measured decay time of the 7/2−1 isomeric state yields a
half life of 415(3) ns. Figure 1 displays the R(t) functions
for fragments selected a) in the center and b) in the wing
of the momentum distribution. The amplitude of each
oscillation is related to the amount of spin-alignment of
the fragments [17]. In this case, the optimum alignment
is achieved in the center of the momentum distribution
with a value of +8.1(9)%. When selected in the outer-
most wing of the momentum distribution, the fragments
exhibit an alignment of -2.8(6)%, limiting the accuracy
in determining the g-factor. The g-factor extracted from
the data set reported in Fig.1.a) amounts to −0.312(12),
in agreement with that reported in Ref. [12]. Knowing g,
one can determine the angle α [19] of the spin-orientation
axis (ZOR) (i.e. the symmetry axis of the spin-aligned
ensemble) with respect to the beam axis at the implan-
tation position. The angle is given by α = −θc(1 −

gA
2Q ),

with θc = 60◦ the angle between the 43S secondary beam
at the target position and at the implantation position,
A and Q the mass number and the charge state (here
Q = Z) of the selected fragment. We find α = 86◦.
For the quadrupole moment measurement, fragments

were implanted in a pyrite (FeS2) single crystal host, pro-
viding an electric field gradient (EFG) Vzz . Fe atoms
occupy a face-centered cubic sub-lattice in which sulfur
atoms are grouped as S2 dimers directed along 〈111〉 di-
rections [23]. Consequently, the EFG has 4 components
oriented along 〈111〉 axes at the sulfur positions. By ori-
enting any of the three major axis 〈100, 001 or 010〉 along
the beam one (〈010〉 in present case), the four EFG com-
ponents make an angle of ∼ 55◦ with respect to the beam
and chosen axes. The highest anisotropy is found when
gamma detectors are set perpendicular to the beam di-
rection, as shown in Fig.2.
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FIG. 2: Schematic view of the experimental setup for the
quadrupole moment measurement.
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The photo-peak intensities used in Eq. (1) are Ii(t) =
I0e

−t/τW (θi, φi, t), where θi and φi are the angles in
spherical coordinates of detector i with respect to the
laboratory reference frame, I0 the photo-peak intensity
at t = t0 and τ the lifetime of the isomeric state. The
perturbed angular distribution W (θi, φi, t) is defined by
perturbation coefficients, which consist of a superposi-
tion of harmonics with basic frequency ω0 =

6∗2πνQ
4J(2J−1) ,

where νQ is the quadrupole frequency [24]. The spec-
troscopic quadrupole moment Qs can be deduced from
the quadrupole frequency as Qs = νQh/eVzz. The R(t)
function is displayed in Fig. 3. A χ2-minimization pro-
cedure was used to determine the parameters and their
statistical errors. The free parameters in the fit were the
amplitude, νQ and t0. Since the sign of Qs is only acces-
sible with a spin-polarized nuclear ensemble, only the ab-
solute value was extracted. The value of the quadrupole
frequency obtained is |νQ(

43S, 7/2−1 )| = 76(3) MHz. The
amount of alignment is +2.6(6)%, which corresponds to
32% of the alignment observed in the g-factor measure-
ment for a similar selection of the momentum distribu-
tion. Possible reasons for such a reduction are that not
all 43mS fragments are implanted in a sulfur site in the
FeS2 host and there exist complex four EFG components
in the crystal.

FIG. 3: R(t) function for the E2(7/2−
1
→3/2−g.s.) transition

deexciting the 7/2−
1

isomer.

In order to determine the spectroscopic quadrupole
moment |Qs | from |νQ|, one has to know the value of
the EFG at a sulfur nucleus site in a FeS2 crystal. We
adopt this value from ab initio calculations within the
framework of Density Functional Theory [25–27], as
implemented in the wien2k package [28] for periodic
solids. A similar procedure as used in Refs. [29–31] is
applied using the technical settings reported in Ref. [32].
The numerical convergence of present calculations was
carefully verified. We obtain an EFG at the Fe-nucleus
of -3.65×10−21 V/m2, which can be checked against an
experimental value of -3.75×10−21 V/m2 [33]. This gives
confidence that the EFG for S, +14.14·10−21 V/m2,
obtained by the same calculation, is reliable as well.

Using this value, the spectroscopic quadrupole moment
of the 7/2−1 isomer in 43S is |Qs(

43S, 7/2−1 )| =23(3) efm2.

Shell model calculations were performed using the AN-
TOINE code [34, 35] and the SDPF-U interaction [37]
within the full sd(fp) valence space for protons (neu-
trons) to compare with our result. Values for the ef-
fective charges eπ = 1.35e, eν = 0.35e and g-factors
gπl = 1.1, gπs = 4.1895, gνl = −0.1, gνs = −2.8695 [37]
were used for protons and neutrons, respectively, in or-
der to estimate electromagnetic properties. The present
theoretical approach using the same interaction has al-
ready been shown to provide a fairly good description of
the evolution of the nuclear structure from the stability
line toward exotic neutron-rich nuclei at N=27, 28 and
29 [9–12, 14, 15, 36, 37]. The calculated level scheme
for 43S, restricted to states of interest here, is shown in
Fig. 4. We note that the calculated excitation energy of
the 7/2−1 state (E∗ = 728 keV) is overestimated by about
400 keV. This deviation could be ascribed to an underes-
timation of the binding energy of the isomeric state or an
overestimation of the binding energy of the ground state.
The calculated spectroscopic quadrupole moment of the
7/2−1 isomer is QSM

s = +25 efm2, in remarkable agree-
ment with the measured value. It is significantly larger
than that expected for a single hole in the νf7/2 orbit,
which is Qs.p. ≃ 4 efm2. The latter was estimated from
the simple relation Qs.p. = −ej

2j−1
2j+2 〈r

2
j 〉, where ej=0.35e

stands for the effective charge of the unpaired neutron ly-
ing in the f7/2 orbit, and 〈r2j 〉=17 fm2 is the mean square
radius for that orbit estimated using the wave function
(WF) obtained from a Wood-Saxon potential with stan-
dard parameters. This single particle limit is in perfect
agreement with that calculated within the present SM
approach for 47Ca [QSM

s (47Cag.s.) = 3.9 efm2]. The ori-
gin of the increased 43S quadrupole moment is addressed
in the following, using SM calculations.
Among the states calculated above the isomer, only

the 9/2−1 state shows strong electromagnetic transitions
to the 7/2−1 state (see Fig. 4). The reduced transition
probabilities between higher angular momentum states
and both the 7/2−1 and 9/2−1 states are weaker than those
between the two latter states (see Fig. 4 for the 11/2−2 ).
Therefore, present SM calculations do not show clear in-
dication for deformed structure built on top of the 7/2−1
isomer.

In order to get a better understanding of the structure
of the isomer and higher lying states reported in Fig. 4,
their WFs have been decomposed in terms of natural
and intruder neutron configurations. The former cor-
responds to a single hole in the νf7/2 orbit, while the
latter correspond to configurations for which at least one
neutron has been promoted from the νf7/2 orbit toward
higher fp orbits. The results of the decomposition are
displayed in Fig. 5.

The ground state neutron WF of 43S is dominated
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FIG. 4: Predicted low-lying level scheme for 43S. The left
side displays the predicted rotational band built on top of the
ground state [12]. Transition probabilities [in e2 fm4 (µN ) for
E2 (M1) transitions] are reported along the arrows.

by intruder configurations, the natural one contribut-
ing less than 1%. We note that states belonging to
the ground state rotational band predicted in that nu-
cleus [12] exhibit similar WF decompositions. Experi-
mentally the 7/2−2 state has been identified as a rota-
tional state [38, 39]. A more detailed description of the
corresponding WFs in terms of proton and neutron com-
ponents is shown in Fig. 7 of Ref. [36]. The natural neu-
tron configuration (νf7/2)

−1 is the most prominent for

the 7/2−1 isomer (53%). However, intruder neutron con-
figurations account for the rest of the neutron WF (i.e.
47%), most of which correspond to one and two neutron
excitations accross the N=28 shell gap (see Fig.5). The
natural neutron configuration is also found in higher lying
states considered here, but its contribution gradually de-
creases while moving higher in excitation energy. Already
for the 9/2−1 state, the contribution of the (νf7/2)

−1 con-
figuration is less than those from intruder configurations.
The difference between the WF of the isomer state and
the WFs of the states lying above the isomer corroborate
the absence of deformed structure in these states. The
non-negligible contribution of intruder configurations to
the neutron WF of the isomer reflects the relatively large
amount of multipole energy (i.e. correlation energy) con-
tributing to the total energy of the isomer (see Ref.[14]
for a detailed study in this mass region). Indeed, for the
well correlated ground state of the nucleus, the correla-
tion energy amounts to about 16 MeV, while for the 7/2−1
isomer, it amounts to 13 MeV. These values should be
compared to that found in Ca isotopes around N = 28
of about 2 MeV. As recently shown, proton-neutron cor-
relations give a large contribution to these values of cor-
relation energy [15]. The latter induces non-negligible
configuration mixing in the WF of the isomer respon-
sible for the departure of its spectroscopic quadrupole

FIG. 5: Percentage of natural (νf7/2)
−1 and intruder

(νf7/2)
−2,−3,−4 neutron configurations in the wave functions

of states of interest. Components contributing less than 5%
are not represented.

moment from the single particle limit.

In summary, we report on the measurement of
the quadrupole moment of the 7/2−1 isomer in 43S
using the TDPAD method on spin-aligned frag-
ments selected through the BigRIPS separator at
RIKEN. The measured spectroscopic quadrupole mo-
ment, |Qs(

43S, 7/2−)| =23(3) efm2, is significantly larger
than that expected for a single-particle state. Shell model
calculations reproduce remarkably well our experimen-
tal value. Within this approach, no deformed struc-
ture is found on top of the isomer. Although the nat-
ural neutron configuration (νf7/2)

−1 is prominent in the
the wave function of the isomer, SM calculations show
that intruder neutron configurations arising from proton-
neutron correlations have a non-negligible impact on the
structure of this state. In particular, intruder config-
urations are understood to be reason behind the rela-
tively large quadrupole moment reported for that state.
Sensu stricto, the studied isomer in 43S cannot be re-
garded as a spherical state. However, while correlations
are at play for this state, they are not developed enough
to drive the state towards deformation since no deformed
structure is predicted on top of it. Therefore the proper-
ties of the 7/2−1 isomer in 43S are understood as a rem-
nant effect of the eroding N = 28 shell closure. In order
to give unambiguous evidence of shape coexistence in the
low-lying structure of 43S, it would be of great interest to
experimentally identify the states belonging to the pre-
dicted rotational band built on top of the ground state.
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